
 

Resonance PER A

Resonance is a modeltheory
A tool for understanding e flow
within a molecule

Resonance is not an equilibrium
Individual Resonance structures dontexist
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The true molecule is a hybrid or sum
of all of the resonance contributors

Not all resonance structures are equal
Some structures are weighted more than
other based on rules
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Contributors with more covalentbonds are more

important than those with less covalent bonds
Octet Rule
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Whencharges arepresent it is more stable

favorable for the negative on the more

electronegative element
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ResonancePattern

Usually we don't do resonance with neutral molecules

We usually use resonance to explore the stability
of chargedSpecies

Neutral Molecules most difficult to start with
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A lone pair of e doesnot imply a
negative charge
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I É Lone pair is the
Source of negative
charge
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